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Early History of Spacecraft and Rocketry

FIRST ROCKETS IN SOUTH AMERICA

The Napoleonic wars ended, but the rockets were not forgotten. The British were
quick to fire the Congreves already in 1816 against the pirates on the Barbary Coast of
North Africa. Interestingly, the first country, after Great Britain, that fired its own
rockets in a major military action was not in advanced Europe. It was Chile in South
America.

In 1818, Chile was a young country fighting for independence against its former
colonial master, Spain. Lord Thomas Cochrane was appointed Vice Admiral of Chile
and Commander-in-Chief of the Naval Forces of the Republic. Cochrane was amongst
the most dashing captains of the Royal Navy, and he was also famous for challenging
his superiors and other authorities when they acted, in his opinion, without vigor and
determination. After making a distinguished record in war with France, he offered his
service to the young American republic.

The Spanish shipping concentrated at Callao (near Lima), Peru, and was an obvious
target for the Chilean attack. Cochrane arranged the manufacture of more than 1000
Congreve rockets at the Valparaiso arsenal. Cochrane was familiar with this new weapon
— it was he who devised and led the famous attack on the French fleet in 1809 at the
Basque Roads, which employed 1200 rockets on fire-ships. The Chilean rockets were
manufactured under supervision of the Brit Stephen Goldsack, a former assistant of
William Congreve.

The Chilean squadron attacked the Spaniards at Callao on the night of 2 October
1819. Two special rocket rafts were formed of two tiers of large timber logs. Lieuten-
ant-Colonel Charles, the commanding officer of the Chilean marines, was in charge
of the rockets. At first, the war vessel Araucano went in and fired several rockets.
After dark, the rocket rafts under Charles and Captain Hind's command were placed
within 800 yards of the enemy batteries and opened fire.

The attack did not produce the desired results. Only one rocket in six functioned
properly. Some rockets exploded, and some took the wrong direction because the
guiding sticks were made of the knotty wood. As Cochrane later wrote (Cochrane
1859, 26, 27), “some [rockets], in consequence of the badness of the solder used,
bursting ... before they left the raft, and setting fire to others.” Cochrane charged that
“... the fault lay in ... having ... [not] supplied [Mr. Goldsack] ... with proper workmen
and material.... From scarcity and high price of spelter, ... [Mr.. Goldsack] had also
been compelled to make use of inferior solder for the tubes.”  In addition, “the filling
of the [rocket] tubes was, from motives of parsimony, entrusted [by the Chilean gov-
ernment] to Spanish prisoners, who ... had embraced every opportunity of inserting
handfuls of sand, sawdust, and even manure, at intervals in the tubes, thus impeding
the progress of combustion.”

The rocket attack at Callao was attempted again on October 6. Later, the Chilean
army and marines used rockets in a number of engagements on the ground.  For
example on 7 November 1819, the marines and soldiers landed at Pisco “for the pur-
pose of procuring brandy for the use of the squadron.” Rockets were effectively em-
ployed to disperse the opposing Spanish troops there. Rockets were also fired at the
Island of Chiloe and in the valley of Mirabe in 1820 and 1821, respectively.

Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Paraguay, and Cuba experimented with rockets at some
periods of their history. Argentina and Brazil fired rockets against each other at the
Battle of Monte Caseros on 3 February 1852. Paraguay successfully manufactured
efficient rockets during the War of Triple Alliance (1865–1870), while Mexico launched
its Congreves at the American troops at Vera Cruz in 1847.
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